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FOREWORD

Traditionally vocational education has been geared primarily
to preparing students for employMentto preparing employees.
Yet there is another career path available; students can learn
how to set up and manage their own businesses. They can become
entr nreneurs.

Vocational education, by its very nature, is well suited to
It is important that entrepreneurship
developing entrepreneurs.
education be developed and incorporated as a distinct but integral
A Program for
part of all vocational education program areas.
Acquiring Competence in Entrepreneurship (PACE) represents a way
to initiate further action in this direction.
The strength behind these instructional units is the interest
and involvement of vocational educators and successful entre-)reneurs
Special recognition is
in the state of Ohio and across the nation.
Lorraine
T.
Furtado,
Project Director
extended to the proiect staff:
Appreciation
is
also
expressed to
and lAee Kopp, T -ogram Associate.
Ferman
awed
and
revised
the
drafts
of
the
units:
the manywho r
Moody, Hannah Eisner, and Sandra Gurvis. We owe a special thanks to
those consultants who contributed to the content of this publication:
Carol Lee Bodeen, Louis C. Gross, Douglass Guikema, Peter G. Haines,
Philip S. Manthey, Charles S. McDowell, Mary E. McKnight, Steven R.
Miller, Barbara S. Riley, Barbara A. Rupp, Ruth Ann Snyder, Robert L.
Suttle, Florence M. Wellman and Roy H. Young.
Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Cente7 for
Research in Vocational Education
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HOW TO USE PACE
A Program for Acquiring Competence in Entrepreneurship
(PACE) is a curriculum responsive to the need for instrIc ion
in entrepreneurship.
It is primarily for postsecondary
including four year colleges and adult education, but it can
also be adapted for special groups. Pi'.CE is di-Aded into three
parts (1) Getting Ready to Become an Entrepreneur, (2) Becoming
an Entrepreneur (establishing a business), and (3) Being an
Entrepren- eur (operating a business).
Each of the three parts has a set at instructional units which
relate to that topic. Within theseunits, the material is organized
Exposure, Exploration, and Preparainto three levels of learning:
These levels of learning progress from simple to
tion/Adaptation.
complex concepts.
The levels of learning will enable you to use the PACE materials
to suit your individual needs. You may find it best to work with
the exposure level of one unit and the exploration level of another.
Or, you may choose to pursue one level throughout the entire series.
You might also want to work through two or more levels in one unit
before going L-7, to the next unit.
Before be6luning a unit, discuss with your instructor what level
or levels of learning in that unit are most appropriate to your goals
and abilities. Read the unit overview and look through the pre/postassessments for the three levels to help you in your choice. Also
check the list of definitions you might need to look up or research
for that level.
When you are ready to start, turn to the level you have chosen,
take the preassessment and identify those items which you feel need
special attention in the unit. Also look at the learning objectives;
will tell you what you should he able r- do by the time you
that level of learning.
As you read, you will notice questions in the margins alongside
the substantive content portion of each level. Use these questions
to guide your reading.
At the end Of enCh level of learning are activities which help
You and
you become involved with the content presented in the unit.
:ay activities you should do; you
your instructor can leelde Ja
need to do all.
may wan_ 'o do severdi or you
I

11.

vii

-n
evaluate yourself.
Is there any material that you need
to review before
u take the postassessment? The difference in your
answers on the pre/postassessments should show you how much vou have
grown in your knowledge of enrrepreneurship.

When you and your instructor feel that you have successfully
completed that level, you are ready to begin another level of learning,
either in the same unit or in another.

viii

OVERVIEW OF THE UNIT
In every successful business, a great deal of time is spent
developing personnel policies and procedures which will improve
-ployee productivity, encourage creativity, and, in general, make
employees happy about working for the firm. These employers realize
that good employees are a firm's most important asset.
Once a husines6 venture grows big enough to hire an employee,
the entrepreneur must develop a personnel program. Naturally, if
a firm only has a few employees, the program will be very simple.
Yet, written policies and procedures for finding and retaining
good employees must be established. Efforts must be made to maintain
good company communications, employee training, and health and safety

This unit discusses proper management of human resources. It
outlines the i.-.sponsibilities of a personnel program and provides
information o tutting together a program that will fulfill your
company's needs.
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III, UNI

M 'AGING HUMAN RESOURCE':

PREASSESSMENT

of the contents

Here are some questions
If you are very familiar vith

of this lel-el.

answer them, perhaps you should go to another
your instructor.

c

it

read

Af

through this level, take the post --e'sment at the end

to

--check with

1 or

your anSWerS.

Otherwise, jot do:

ion needed

L-44

cif

Activities' section and measure what you've learned,
1.

What are the personnel management functions.
Set

For

or3ani=2

rlearlv

firm u

delineates management of the human cesou cles functic.
What are two methods count; ly used by firms_

communicate with employees?
React

this

t-

OLic1

ICI

once between

ago recognized the
retaining good empio-

1

-

lading a-

rut;'_

Mans-ring Human Res(

TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this level of instruction, you should be able

1

Identify the functions of personnel management.

2.

Explain the various ways in which the personnel function
is organized.

Describe company communication programs

-ia newsletter,

employee handbook, special events for staff, and written
memos.
4.

Describe the responsibilities employers have to employees.

Part III, Unit F
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-SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

FUNCTIONS -OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

WT ARE

The functions of human resource management include:

THE FUNCTIONS

1.

Employment and placement

OF MANAGING

2.

Training
Benefits and services

HUMAN RESOURCES ?
4.

Transfer, promotion, and separation
Payroll and records

6.

Health and safety.

When you first open a business you are concerned with hiring
and staffing the company.

Thereafter, maintaining employee

productivity, evaluating employee performance, and dismissing
employees begin to take up more of your time.

Employment and Placement
WHAT ABOUT

Placement is the first step to high employee morale.

EMPLOYMENT

A key factor in the successful operation of any business is

AND PLACEMENT?

matching the right job to the right person.

A procedure for

determining the applicant's strengths must be developed and
implemented.

If the employee is happy performing the job and

feels good about the contribution being made, then the biggest
of your employee problems is solved.

Part III, Unit F
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gaining
WHAT ABOUT

TRAINING?

After the applicant has been matched to the job which
meets his or her skills, the employee may need some additional
training.

This training may be on the operation of a particular

piece of equipment, or it may be an intensive study, for
example, certification in insurance sales.

This training

should be organized; goals and objectives should be identified.
The training should be provided by a person with expertise in
the skill, knowledge, and attitudes being taught.

Benefits and Services
WHAT ABOUT

All employees are concerned with the benefits or services
These include health insur

BENEFITS AND

that a company has to offer them.

SERVICES?

ance, paid insurance, paid vacations, profit - sharing programs,

retirement programs, birthdays off with pay, employee discounts,
or company services (such as cleaning, altering, or painting
an item free if it is a business related concern).

You, as the

employer, need to know what other companies similar to yours
are doing for their employees.

Remember, you may he in compe-

tition for highly skilled individuals and you may lose a good
prospective employee because you weren't aware of what the other
company had to offer.

Make sure that you are at least meeting

competition with your program.

4
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Promotion and Se a--=

Transfer

Employee transfer, promotion and separation primarily

WHAT ABOUT
TRANSFER,

involves employee evaluation.' Employers need to continually be

PROMOTION

aware of each employee's performance.

AND

of the company, all employees should be periodically evaluated

SETA

Regardless of the size

and should be informed of the results of that evaluation.

TION?

In an evaluation program, goals should be set and a
program established to help the employees reach those goals.
This way, company operations are established in an efficient,
Promotions and raises can be meted out

objective manner.
fairly.
p
,

A good personnel program provides rewards

as

otions and raises to persons meeting specific standards.

Conversely, evaluations should identify chose employees not
working up to company standards.

It may become necessary to

separate employees because they cannot perform

the job in an

Such employees might perfom more

n__
acceptable manner,

fec

tively in another company.

P

WHAT ABOUT

roll

Records

You will need to hire someone trained in payroll and

PAYROLL AND

record keeping or allocate a specific mount of time each week

RECORDS?

to perform these activities.

A working knowledge of the most

current forms and practices required by federal agencies is
imperative.

You will also need to be aware of all the records

that must be maintained on each employee, such as records of

hours worked, taxes paid by the company, La _s withheld from

5
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employee's pay and sent to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS),
insurance paid, unemployment compensation paid, and prof tsharing.

lig2-1nAEIAIAL!tt
WHAT ABOUT

In 1970 the Occupational Safety and Health Act

was

The Act requires employers to be responsible for

HEALTH AND

legislated.;

SAFETY?

providing a safe and healthful work place.

One out of every eight workers has a work-related illness
Safety training should be provided

or accident each year.

to your employees in an effort to reduce accidents.

This

training can take the form of intensive training sessions,

weekly meetings, or placing signs in areas where accidents
might occur and extra caution should be taken.
There should be an area in your fi. rm set aside for

employees with health problems.

The public health department

of your county or city will assist you with this.

The area

should include space where an ill employee can lie down.

Minor

medical supplies should be readily available, as well as infororation on where

o reach medical assistance in case of emergency.

MKPORTANCE OF FERSONN
WHY IS

'PERSONNEL

Successful firms have always recognized that personnel
functions are vital if good employees are to be found and
The size of your firm and the number of employees

MANAGEMENT

retained.

SO IMPORTANT?

will determine if these functions should be performed by one
person, perhaps you, or if the duties should be assigned to a

6
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But the personnel functions must

group of employees.

be performed, regardless of the number of people or the
department assigned the responsibility.

In its publication, Personnel IlenntElnt, the Small
Business Administration e phasizei the importance of personnel
management.
1.

The firm s employees -- especially the most qualified
not better, jobs with
ones--can get comparable,
other employers.

y of supervisory and
When a firm faces a sa..
specialized personnel with adequate experience and
job capabilities, it has to train and develop its
own people.
i3 training employees at all
instance, several thou
levels- is increasing,
A mistake in
n.
and dollars for a salo
ficient
methods of tr
Le.
hiring or in slow and
ing can be

Are cost of hiring

4.

Persc,n

emoZ

rage -s must comply with the 1: _
.ng a c training persons from minority grc
l

The problem, in doing soisthat many of these
-mployees may need intensive training because of
erience and education.
the lack of
.

Nost e-

,oyees, whether Or not represented by labor

--tni-:',Is, coninue. to seek improvements in 6i,'rect

a,

emptcyee benefits, .crud working condiw;immitments must be based upon what the

4-

tw-,!A.

.

-,:rm
6777-?L7.

orT: 1,

e

,)inply with 'current practices of
:.In'i be understood,and accepted by

all employee policies and
s shourd be developed and negotiated
4

Som? empoyees may not perform satisfactorily just
because their firm offers competitive compensation,
In additi ©n to
benefits, and working conditions.
these financial or physical compensations, responsi
bility, opportunity to develop, or some recognition
of accomplishment in their jobs is necessary.
(Personnel Management, p. 3)
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UNION RELATIONS

Small firms are less likely to be unionized than large

WHAT ABOUT

On the other hand, small firms in certain industries,

UNIONS AND

firms.

SMALL BUSINESS?

such as printing,. manufacturing, trucking, and construction

are likely to have union contracts.

Small businesses located

in heavily industrialized areas are also more likely to be
unionized.

Many entrepreneurs seem to have strong feelings against
unionization.

Often entrepreneurs perceive activities on

the part of their employees to unionize as a personal insult-.

They believe only,a few of their employees are unhappy or that
"outsiders" (presumably nonemploye s) have created dissatisfaction among the workers.

Employees may become members of a union for a variety
reasons including better economic and working conditions, desire
to have control over benefits, and desire for self-expression.

At times, workers organize simply because they believe their
interests and those of management are different.

The presence of a union need not be regarded as a

tragedy.' Many small firms enjoy cooperative, positive rela\

tionships with unions.

WHAT OBLIGATIONS
DO ENTRETRENEURS

RAVE TO THEIR
LOYEES?

EMPLOYER OBLIGATIONS
Your employees are an important part

your business.

You may employ sales people, janitors, secretaries, production
workers, supervisors, etc.

Regardless of occupation, certain

Pa 't III, Unit F

Managing Human Resources
basic guidelines are established by law, and; in order to have
a successful business, you need to be responsive to these needs.
The following requirements should be evaluated for implementation:
1.

You must provide a reasonably safe and suitable
place for employees to perform their jobs.

What con-

stitutes a "reasonably safe and suitable place" should
be determined by the nature of the work and the dangers
common to that particular occupation.

An employee

should not be exposed to undue risks and dangers.
You must provide your employees with safe and suitable
tools, machinery, and appliances to use in completing
their assigned jobs.

If dangerous machinery is Used,

.appropriate safeguards must be taken.

You must

instruct inexperienced employees on the use of dangerous machinery and the risk involved in its careless
use.

You must have a work staff that is large enough to
handle the workload.

Nothing will demoralize employees

faster than being assigned more work than they can
complete,

CO

WHAT DO

A,
ANY COMMUNICATIONS

Both you and your employeeS can benefit from a company

COMPANY
COMMUNICATIONS

cOmmunication system.

INCLUDE?

way.

Company communications should be two-

Employees can use it to inform you of their thinking and

you can use it to.make them aware of your concern
9

reactions.
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You should know what youemployces are thinking and doing and
they should be informed,. of company plans that will affect them.

An employee handbook serves as a link between the employee
and you.

When employees begin working for your firm,

there will

be a great deal of information to provide about the job, such as
work hours, pay, company rules, etc.

If you have an employee

handbook, they can simply review the materials -arid then meet
with you or another employee to discuss any questions.
Other forms

f communication include company newsletters,

bulletin boards, and written memos.

It is important that the

employees be involved in these activities.

Such participation

will foster employee interest in company objectives.
HopPf,illy, your employees will take pride in working for

your company, and will feel that they are contributing to a
successful business operation.

Employees who feel as if they

are part of-a special group are more productive.

COMPANY GROUPS

Company groups help employees get acquainted with other
employees.

Workers get to know their coworkers in a different

ligh --away.from the business.

Company organized groups may be

classified as those that are socially oriented or company
oriented.

The socially oriented organizations are the bowling

leagues, the golf team,-and the softball or basketball team,
etc.

The company oriented groups are those with company related

objectives.

For example, an inventors' club in a manufacturing

10
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company includes the designers and engineers who have invented

a new

echanism for the firm.

Another example is an

investors' club whose members are involved in making investments in either their own company or in another company.

Members of the investors' club become familiar with the activ
t!es the employer goes through to make a profit on capital
gains.

Part III, Unit F
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EXPOSURE ACTIVITIES

As you have just read, managing human resources is a
very important part of all businesses.

Now that you have

learned about managing human resources, try these activities.

SSESSMENT ONE
1.

Interview an entrepreneur in your community who owns
a business similar to one you would like to own.
Ask him or her to explain the company's personnel
Does the firm have a reward system?

p

What

is the company's hiring policy?

Interview four business persons in your community to
determine how they have organized the human resource
functions.
company.

Develop an organizational chart for each
Identify each personnel function and indi-

cate where in the organization the function is
assigned.

For your company, design a communication sys
Which communication methods would you use?

Assume

you want to inform employees of your interest in
establishing.an organized company group which
socially oriented.

Prepare a newsletter article,

a meao, and a bulletin board item on the subject.
Contact at least four small businesses in your
community to determine the benefits offered to
mployees by employers.

12

Include information on how
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many of the firms contacted offered the same benefits
(fb'r example, a retirement plan).

POSTASSESSMENT
1.

List all. the personnel management functions.

2.

Develop an organization chart for your firm which
clearly shows where and how the human resources
function will be managed.

Name and describe two methods commonly used by firms
communicate with employees.
4.

React to this statement:

"Successful businesses long

ago recognized the difference between finding and
retaining good employees."

Compare your answers to your responses to the preassessment.
You may wait to check your postassessment answers with your
instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

How well did you know the information needed to do the
activities?

Very well

Fairly well
A little
Be honest with yourself.

If you feel you don't know the

material well enough, it might be helpful to review this
section before going on.

EXPLORATION

PART III, UNIT F

EXPLORATION

MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES

PREASSESSMENT

Here are some questions that test for knowledge of the

contents of this level.

If you are very familiar with the ir or-

mation needed to answer them, perhaps you should go to another
level or unit--check with your instructor.
your answers.

Otherwise, jot down

After you've read through this level, take the

postassessment at the end of the"Explo ation Activities" section
and measure what you've learned.
1.

What common techniques are used to perform the
personnel functions?

Describe the advantages and disadvantages of
company organized groups.

What outcomes can be expected by a firm using
effective co
4.

unication systpms?

Undei what conditions are employers liable for
employee accidents?

5.

Identify those employee benefits you believe a firm
ought to make available.

Part TII, Unit F
Managing Human Resources

TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this level of instruction you should
be able
1.

o:

Identify accepted practices in hiring, main,aining,
training, evaluating, and dismissing employees.

Describe the advantages ane disadvantages

company

organized groups.

Describe effective company communication methods and
identify the outcomes expected from an effective
communication system.
4.

Identify the conditions to be considered in deciding

if an employer is liable to third parties for employee
caused accidents.

Part III, Unit F
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SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

EL PRACTICES

PERS_

WHICH PERSO;EL

All of the personnel management functions must be performed,

PRACTICES ARE

even if you only have one employee.

MOST OFTEN USED

to "keep on top" of current practices so you can be c moetitive.

BY ENTREPRENEURS?

Each of the personnel functions listed below will be discuss-cc"
in detail:

It is important for you

employment and placement; training; benefits and

services; transfer, promotion and separation; payroll and
records; and health and safety.

Employment and placement
WHAT ABOUT

The employment application is a basic step in the employApplications give you, the

EMPLOYMENT

ment and placement function.

AND TLA'EMENT?

employer, some information about the applicant's backgrouWhenever possible, employers ought to go through a
three-step process to screen applicants.

The three-step process

involve;; (1) deciding the kind of applicant needed, (2) con-

tacting sources to assist in recruiting applicants, and
(3) screening the appll ants crutiously in order to select the
best ones.
maker.

When placing an applicant on the job, play match-

Employee productivity increases when a person is doing

the type of work to which he or she is best suited.
The processes used for hiring and placing applicants
vary as greatly as the number of businesses surveyed.

amount of information sought about an applicant in the
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screening process is usually directly related to the size
of the business.

The amount of screening done also varies.

Some companies,

because of the work involved, need a particular type of
person.

It is necessary for other businesses to design exer-

cises that test for skills the applicant would use on the job.
Often, small entrepreneurs have such
they omit usual procedures.

neL.,

chat

production schedules, which

dictate how soon a new employee will be needed, also affect
the amount'of information the employer seeks about an applicant.

Reference checks on the applicant' past work

experience might be a step that can be omitted if you are
located in a small community where you know the applicants
personally.

Training

Wes' TYPE

Training programs for various jobs differ with the
The

OF TRAINING

type of organization and the detail involved in the job.

SHOULD BE

depth and length of training seem to be determined by the

MADE AVAILABLE'?

detail or level of sic- 11 involved in the position and the size
the company.

the new employee.

Many businesses assign a coworker' to train
Other companier may have a formal training

program with a specific starting time.

No matter how small a

business might be, some training must occur.

Every new employee

needs, at minimum, an orientation to the company.
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Benefits and Se

is

If you are starting a new company, you need to think

WHAT BENEFITS

AND SERVICES

seriously about the benefits and services you can offer

ARE REQUIRED

employees.

OF THE

your benefits program.

EMPLOYER?

you may not be able to.offer them very many benefits.

Employees should be aware of the dollar amount of
During your first Year of operation,

There are some services that you, as an emploirr, roust provide.

One such service is that of providing health insurance.

One type of insurance is worker's compensation.

Worker's corn-

pensation insurance is required by law in almost every sta
If any of your employees is injured or killed as a result of
her or his employment, the employee (or beneficiary) becomes
eligible for benefits.

As an employer, you will have to determine the cost of
fringe benefits you want to offer.
additional income for employees.

Fringe benefits represent

For example, many businesses

have made it possible for their employees to obtain life insurance at wholesale rates through group insurance.

Group

insurance is normally less expensive than the premium rates
individuals must pay.
the insurance premium.

In some cases, bus aesses pay part of
Another advantage of group insurance is

that it usually involves no physical examination.

Some employees,

were they to attempt to obtain insurance on an individual basis,
would be unable to pass the physical examination required.
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Transfer, Promotioniand Se oration

WHAT'S INVOLVED IN

Companies use different promotion policies.

Some

TRANSFER,

entree_ nears may promote or transfer employees based on their

PROMOTION,

instincts or personal opinions.

AND SEPARATION?

employees may feel their boss is "playing favorites."

This method has drawbacks since

feeling may exist when someone is fired.

The

Employees may

,iame

c- se

the entrepreneur of being unfair.

Written policies regar

ng transfers, promotions, and

separations should be developed and explained to employees.
An evaluation system must be developed.

With a good evaluation

system, employees know when they will be evaluated and what
behavior is expected.

Systematic evaluations also give you,

the entrepreneur, a documented history of the employee's performance, whether it be good or bad.

You can then be very

accountable for your actions.

Evaluation of employee performance is an important
personnel function.

You should check with other entrepreneurs

to see how employee performance is evaluated.

You will also want to share with your employees what you
are anticipating in the way of future company growth:

in

addition, your promotion policy ought to be known by all
employees.
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Payroll and Records
WHO TAKES

is imperative that you keep accurate records fc

Goverment agencies

C'A' OF THE

reporting information to outside sources.

RECORDS?

such as the IRS require that you keep accurate record._

Usually

the beginning entrepreneur needs to contact an accountant to
help with the firm's books.

Paying employees, figuring time

cards, counting piece work, determining employee's commissions,
and knowing how much to deduct from each paycheck and where
each paycheck should be sent are all areas that an accountant
or bookkeeper can probably handle very efficiently.

plc health and safety
WHAT ABOUT

If it were possible to compile the costs of industrial
Each

HEALTH AND

accidents during one year, the sum would be enormous.

SAFETY?

year several thousand workers lose their lives, and many times
that number are injured.

No doubt many of the accidents

could have been prevented.

Accidents are due to mechanical, physiological, or
psychological causes.

The mechanical causes include unguarded

or defective machinery, slippery floors, and obstructed
passageways.

Such causes usually can be eliminated if proper

care is exercised on the part of management.

The physiological

causes of accidents include long hours of work, inadequate
lighting, tasks that are dull and monotonous, etc.

These

causes cannot always be eliminated, but they can be reduced
somewhat by maintaining proper working conditions.
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psychological causes include ignorance, recklessness, ca relessness, or inexperience.

To eliminate these causes, both

worker and entrepreneur must cooperate.
Training programs can help reduce all types of accidents.
Some businesses have a very formal_ program of safety education

for all employees and others may have a very inCormal program.
The amount of time and money spent in this area depends greatly
on the type of business and the employees'

nee=ds.

If you

going to open a business that has high accident rate rccupans, then the type of safety program you implement should be
very comprehensive.

If you are in a business which has low

accident rates, then giving employees safety information during on-the-job training and posting signs in strategic places
around the work station might be sufficient.
In 1970 the Occupational Safety Health Act became law.

The Act requires employers to provide safe and healthful work
places.

Failure on the part of the employer to use the

necessary safeguards to protect the health and the lives of
the employees subjects the employer to liabilities for damages
if an injury occurs.

Many states have expanded the Act's

provisions and have even developed legislation of their own
to protect employees.

PractiFally every worker, other than

domestic and household w- kers,and miners, is protected.
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UNION/MANAG7MENI RELATIONS

IS UNIONIZATION

Smell business is generally less unionized than large
However, workers in some industries, such as small

COMMON AMONG

business.

SMALL BUSINESSES?

manufacturers, printing companies, trucking firms, construction
enterprises, and barber shops are likely to be unionized.

The main function of unions is to improve employee working
conditions, salaries, and benefits. Unions have

assumed active roles in getting improved vacation and holiday
plans, retirement pensions, and health care programs for their
members.

Some small nonunionized businesses make a conscious

effort to improve working conditions by maintaining wages,
hours of work, and benefits that are equal to or better than
unionized firms and by providing grievance procedures and
devices to improve communication.

Employers take different sides of the union question.
Some entrepreneurs cooperate with employees and unions while
others assume a very

anti-union

position.

The small busi-

nessperson may view his or her employees joining a union as
a personal affront to management.

However, responsible

employers working with responsible unions will implement
effective employee personnel programs.

-OYER LIABILITY FOR EMPLOYEE ACTS

ARE EMPLOYERS

RESPONSIBLE

Employers are liable to third parties for those wrongful

FOit THE ACTS'

acts of their employees that they command, tolerate, or

OF EMPLOYEES?

approve.

Employers are also liable to third parties for
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injuries caused by the negligent or malicious acts of their
employees while the employees are acting within the scope of
their employment.

If, for example, you own a lawn care service

and one of your employees ruins a custom
the wrong chemical, you are liable.

by spraying

Employers are not liable

if the acts are outside the authority of the employees.

For

example, an employer is not responsible for acts committed
after working hours and off thl premises,

Some of the condi-

tions to be considered in deciding whether an act is within
the scope of employment are (1) the nature rf the work,
(2) the employee's customary duties,

the employe_

approval or ratification of the act.

AN

ORGANIZED GROUPS

Human relations within a company are sometimes fostered
by the organization of groups such as softball teams, hobby
clubs, and hospital service groups.

Some companies prefer

not to support company organized groups.

They believe such

activities are too costly, or that they should take place
on the employees' own tune.

A firm may feel the social

aSpects of the organization will not help achieve the company's
objectives.

On the other hand, some entrepreneurs feel the benefits
to be gained _ram organized groups will far outweigh the
expense to the company.

Those who support company organized

groups say employees who participate in such groups develop
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a positive attitude towards the company, feel greater loyalty
for the business, and are also more apt to share these positive feelings with neighbors and o h-

in the co-__

All of these outcomes add to the image of the firm.

FiLhis

which support company organized groups are perceived as supportive members of the community by employees as well as by
the citizenry.

EFFECTIVE CO/TIU 4ICATIONS

WHY WORRY

An employee's job performance and behavior are greatly
'Therefore, you need to communicate

ABOUT COMPANY

affected by communications.

COMMUNICATIONS?

with your employees in an effective manner.
cations assure an entrepre-, -

Effective communi-

of having informed workers.

Good communications can improve the image of the company when
satisfied employees share the'r positive feelings with the
community.

When you start your businesr, you will have many tasks to

perform, and developing methods that you can use to communicate
between you and your employees may not be the first item on
your "must do" list.
As an entrepreneur, you may not always have the time

schedule an appointment with employees to share information.
You may have to write a message.

If you cannot do this in an

accurate and easily interpreted manner, then your employees
may not be able to follow your directions.

In addition, the

message may not be understood correctly, and the reader may
be offended.
25
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One way of alleviating this problem is to have a company
newsletter.

This newsletter, published on a regular basis,

helps to keep employees informed and up-to-date.

Regular

publication also shows management's commitment to supporting
-171-4 nr T9I thqn

H= firm.

NpsTeN:Prs should be filled

with information about employees.

Since most people like to

see their name in print, a newsletter emphasizing their
achievements or contributions to the company will make them
feel pleased and important.

Employees should also be involved

in the publication of the newsletter; they will_ feel they have

more input into the company.

In summary, the functions of personnel and ways in which
the management team can involve the employees through communications and organized groups comprise the management of your
resources.

As you begin to bring your total business

plan into focus, you can think through the pros and cons of
including all of these components in your firm's personnel
program.

At the beginning you may have only one employee

besides yourself, so some of the programs described may not
be appropriate.

Part III,
Managing

EXPOSURE ACTIVITIES

Do you feel knowledgeable enough in managing human
resources to utilize the functions discussed in this love
The following activities will help you experience acne

al"

After completing the activities, do a self-

situations.

evaluation to check your understanding of the material.

SESSMENT
l

Interview four small business owners in your community;
if possible, a retailer, a manufacturer, a wholesaler,
and a service owner/manager.

Ask them about the practices

used in hiring, maintaining, training, evaluating, and
dismissing employees, in addition to examples of written
policies for each personnel function.

Using the information gained in No. 1 above, prepare a
chart of your findings to compare the practices of each
firm.

Prepare a three-page report for each function

summarizing the common practices of each company (see helot

Business Hirin

Ma nraitin_ TK4.11iLlgEyAlu4tin

Business
A

Business
B

Business
C

Business
D
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3.

Collect five different examples of company communication
methods by small organizations.

Try to include a company

newsletter as well as a poster and bulletin board material.

Make a chart showing the differences in employee benefits
offered by three small husines ses

n your area.

POSMAESESSMENT
1.

Describe common practices ( eehniqv

used to

each of the personnel functions.
2.

Describe the advantages and disadvantages of company
organized groups.

3.

Identify the outcomes expected by a firm using

eetive

communication systems.
4.

Explain the conditions under which employers are liable
when an employee has an accident.

5.

Identify two employee benefits that a firma ought to make
available.

Compare your answers to your responses to the preassessment.

You may want to check your postassessment answers with your
instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION
How well did you know the information needed to do the
activities?
(

)

Very well

(

)

Fairly -e

A little
28
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Be honest with Yourself£

if you feel you don't know

the material well enough, it might he helpful to review this
section before going on.

1NOVVEIVd31:14

NOliViciVaV

PREPARATION/

PART III, UNIT F

ADAPTATION

MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES

PREASSESSMENT

Here are some questions that test for knowledge of the
contents of this level.

If you are very familiar with the

information needed to answer them, perhaps you should go
another level or unit--check with your instructor.
jot down your answers.

Otherwise,

After you've read through this level,

take the postass: sment at the end of the "Preparation/

Adaptation Activities" section and measure what you've learned.
1.

What are the

steps

which must be used when per-

forming each personnel function?
2.

What procedures can be used by a firm in developing
company organized groups?

3.

Select one company communication method and describe
its dissemination in detail.

G.

Propose a specific safety program for your firm.
What rules and regulations would you develop?

5.

What employee retirement programs might you consider
for your firm?

Part III, Unit F
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TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of,this level of instruction you
should be able to
1.

Identify techniques used in human resource
management.

Name the procedures for developing company
organized groups.

Identify company communication techniques.

Outline a safety program plan for the type
of business you want to open.
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SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

EMPORTANCE OF PERSONNEL

Successful entrepreneur

ARE THERE

-AG

.

NT

realize how important personnel
Effective

"STEPS" TO

management is to the operation of the business.

FOLLOW TO

personnel management techniques will influence the quality of

PERFORM THE

employee morale, productivity level, and employee turnover

PERSONNEL

rate.

FUNCTION?

efficiently implement effective personnel practices?"

You should ask .our elf, "How can I, as an entrepreneur,

busirwsses

All

no matter how small, need to at least consider

all the personnel functions:--employment and placement; training; benefits and services; transfer, promotion, and separation;
payroll and records; and health and safety.

EMPLOYMENT AND PLACEMENT

HOW DO YOU

Rec7uiting personnel is an important function.

Recruit-

RECRUIT

ing may involve placing an ad In a local paper, securing the

EMPLOYEES?

services of a personnel agency, or merely putting up a "Help
Wanted" sign in the window,

Before you begin to recruit applicants,it is important
that you identify the exact tasks which need to be performed
on the job.

description.

This information will help you develop a job
Knowing the job requirements will assist you

in screening the applicants.

If the job requiiements have

been defined properly, your task of finding the right employee
for the job will be much easier.

When defining the job

Part III, Unit F
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requirements, give concrete facts, and specfically spell out
the skills required.

For example, state, "The employee should

be able to lift 25 pounds," rather than "The employee must be
strong."

Are you aware of the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)
You will need to be knowledgeable about these guide-

mandate?
lines.

Basically, this law states that you, as an employer,

will not discriminate in your hiring by showing partiality to
anyone on the basis of race, religion, or sex.
The office of your local Employment Security Commission
can provide you with examples of application blanks.

You may

need to modify these forms to fit your needs, such as for
special skills the applicants need to possess to work in your
business.

You can add questions requesting the type of infor-

mation you need to make decisions regarding an applicant'
suitability for your company.

Employee

Once the applicant has completed the application blank,

WHICH APPLICANTS
SHOULD YOU

you may use the information it contains for an initial screen-

INIEWIEW?

ing.

in reviewing the application you may find some individuals

who do not qualify because of lack of experience, transportation,
or other job requirements.

Schedule a personal intr

w

for those applicants who seem to qualify.

When conducting an interview, watch for nonverbal clues
and the applicant's response to questions.
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first greets the applicant, many nonverbal clues may be noted
Does the applicant give an impression of really wanting the
job by arriving on time, making sure you know her or his name,
shaking hands and mentioning the job for which he or she is
applying?
contact.

During the interview, you should maintain eye
You need to ask the applicant questions which will

give you information regarding dependability, ability to do
the job, and ability to get along with other people.

You

should also ask questions regarding any specific skills the
The applicant should respond to your questions

job requires.

with accurate facts.

TRAINING

WHAT RIND

The training program may be on- the -job or it may be classOr

it may be a combination of both.

You will

OF TRAINING

room training.

SHOULD YOU

also need to decide how formal or info lel the training

PROVIDE'?

program needs to-be.

You will need to take a close look at the type of training
needed.

in developing a training program, you might want to

consider the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

What
What
What
What

is the goal of the training?
does the employee need to learn?
type of training?
method of instruction?

5. What audio-visual airin IL711 you use?
will you need?
6. What physical Jac,'
7. What about the timbuy?

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Who will be selected as instructor?
What materials should be selected?
What will the program cost?
What checks or controls will you use?
How should the program be publicized?
(from Checklist for Developing a Training
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Answers to these questions will allow you to outline the pro/

cess you will go through in setting up a training program.

BENEFITS AND SERVICES

To provide adequate employee benefits and services, you

WHAT BENEFITS/
SERVICES SHOULD

will need to consult with experts in the field.

YOU PROVIDE?

very competitive.

Companies are

Rising medical costs have caused the price

of insurance coverage to skyrocket.

It is best to shop arou d.

For example, you should contact several different insurance
agents and ask them to meet with you to describe the group
insurance plans available.

You may want to have your employees

hear the presentations to be sure the plan selected will suit
their needs.

Many of the insurance companies who have health

:plans tray also offer a tax-sheltered annuity for those who
qualify.

Retirement programs or profit-sharing programs are

other benefits which may result in great financial rewards for
the long-term employee.

Selecting_ Employee Benefit Plans

Each plan has disadvantages and advantages.

WHAT TYPES OF

Listed below

Exhibit A, "Comparison

BENEFIT PLANS

are six commonly used benefit plans.

ARE AVAILABLE?

of Employee-Benefit Programs" compares the advantages of each
plan.

The Efnan Defe- -ed Com ensation Plan is primarily for
the employer who is limited in the amount of money available
for employee benefit plans, and who is interested in rewarding
a very few key employees.
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The Thrift Plan allows the employees to decide
how much pay is to be withheld for investment.

The employee

may withdraw the money in the event of an emergency.

The Keokh Plan was designed for sole propriet
a business or partners in a partnership agreement.
tributions. maybe up to 10% of income.

Con-

The investment profits

are allowed to compound and are deferred from taxation until
retirement, disability, or death.

You

y choose to establish requirements

before an employee can participate in a nrofit-sharing policy.
It is
the

for employers to require the employee to be with
three years prior to being eligible to join the
4:7

profit "sharing program.

Many entrepreneurs contribute to the

program by matching the employee's contribution or making a
standard contribution such as 10% of the employee's gross
salary per year.

The Money-Purchase Pension Plan is primarily for

entrepreneurs whowant to provide a retirement income for
employees based on a fixed dollar contribution by the cor43any.

This plan has advantages if the average age of the workers is
fifty years or more.

The Pension Plan allows you to provid
employees' retirement benefits.
be computed at any time.
-afte' retirement.

The

Benefits are

your
-estment

ally p id for life

These plans are expensive to install because
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Exhibit A
COtiPARISON OF EMPLOYEE - BENEFIT PROGRAMS

Points of Comparison
Purpose

Keyman Deferred
Compensation

Thrift Plan
Provide employee incentive

Incentive value

motivate and retain
key employees
High

Contributions by company

Definite amount

Percent of employee contribution; can depend on profits

Contributions as percent of wages.
By coMpany
By employee

No limit (usually
5-10%)
NA

Up to 10%
Up to 6%

through tax - deferred savings

AVerage

.Vesting ;employee's nonfo feitable
share of employer's contributions)

Depends on performance
on performance of
of investment or
investment
agreement
Not allocated until
Allocated to the account of
retirement unless
each employee
otherwise agreed
All at retirement or All after reasonable period of
time (usually 10 years)
as agreed

.Disposition of amounts forfeited

Firm retains

Allocated to'account of
remaining employees

Firm owns

Em loyee credited with his con-

Benefits

Allocation of contributions and
earnings

invested portion
Ownership

buted portion -I- vested amount

Method of payment of benefit

Lump sum or systematic withdrawal

Lump sum or systematic withdrawal

Receive payments before retirement

No, except as agreed

Yes

Tax advantage

If firm is corporaYes
tion, yes; otherwise,

.Ease of

Establishment
Administration
Understanding
i so on
Cost (legal, accounting,
Establishing without -:ototype
Establishing with prototype
Administration (per year)

Average age of participants

no.

Easy
Easy
Easy

Not too difficult
Not too difficult
Easy

Under $200
Not applicable
None

Under $200
No cost
Under $200

Generally under
50 years

Generally under
50 Years
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Exhibit A (Continued)
Points of _Comparison

littL0 Plan

Sharin,,

Purpose

Sa
Provide employee incentive
through -articipation in
profits
taxdeterred savings

IncentlVe value

High

High \.

Contributions by company

Depends on earned income

Depends

Contributions as percent of wages
By company
By employee

10% to limit of $2,500
10% to limit of $2,500

Up to 15%
Up to 10%

Benefits

Depends on performance of
investments

Depends on profits and
performance of investments

Allocation of contributions and
earnings

Allocated to account of
each employee

Allocated to account of
each employee

Vesting (employee's nonforfeitable
share of employer's contributions)

Immediate

All after a reasonable
period of time (usually
within 10 years)

Disposition of amounts forfeited
(unvested portion)

None--immediate vesting

Allocated to account of
remaining employees

loyee credited with entire
balance in his account

Receive payments before retirement

Lump sum or systematic
withdrawal
Yes

Employee credited with his
contributed portion plus
any vested amount
Lump sum or sysromatic
withdrawal
Yes, when vested

Tax advantage

Yes

Yes

Ease of
Establishment
Administration
Understanding

Easy
Easy
Easy

Not too difficult
Not too difficult

Cost (legal, accounting, and so on
Establishing without prototype
Establishing with prototype
Administration (per year)

Under $200
Under $25
Under $200

Under $750
No cost
Under $500

Average age of participants

Generally under 60 years

Under 55 years

Ownership
Method of payment of benefit

profits

Easy
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Exhibit A (Continued)

Money-Purchase
Pension Plan

Points of Comparison

Pension Plan

Incentive value

Average

Generally promote wellbeing through fixed
retirement income
Low

Contributions by company

Fixed annual dollar am

Fixed on

Contributions as percent of wages
By company
By employee

No limit (mus
Up to 10%

Benefits

Depends on performance of
investment

Definitely determinable

Allocation of contributions and
earnings

Allocated to account of
each employee

No allocation required

Vesting (employee's nonforfeitable
share of employer's contributions)

All after a reasonable
of time (usually within
10 years)

Disposition of amounts forfeited
(unvested portion)

Allocated to account of remaining employees

Ownership

co triout-:,:

Purpose

Generally -_vide incentive
_
income
through retirement

loyee

oasis

easonable) No limit
Not applicable

edite

riod No la'r thah

71 b
portonus
any

vested%amount

retir,,aent

Must be
er'

.eye
tai'

!

od

to re',
st c
elan
c.

-lovee has right to
pension payments if he
qualifies
Life annuity payout

Method of payment of benef

L

Receive payments before retirement

Yes, when vested

flax advantage

Yes

Yes

Ease of
Establishment
Administration
Understanding

Not too difficult
Not too difficult
Easy

Difficult and coiplex
Difficult
Easy

Cost (legal, accounting, and so on
Establishing without prototype
Establishing with prototype
Administration (per year)

Under $750
No cost
Under $500

Over $1,000
Cost not available
Over $500

Average age of participants

Over 50 years

Over 55 years

sum or systematic
withdrawal

(Selecting Employee Benefit Plan
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an actuarial study (a statistical risk study) is necessary

(Adapted from §f1SELLIEPIIP1PY"

in designing the plan.
Benefit

SF

HOW DO YOU

HANDLE TRANSFERS,

PROMOTIONS, AND

SEPARATIL .?

PROMOTION AND SEPARATION

For the personnel functions of transfer, promotion, and
separation to be performed effectively and efficiently,
iteria for job evaluation must be developed.

You can make

transfer, promotion or dismissal decisons without evaluating
individual performances based on established job criteria.
However, you will not be able to account for your
actions.

Job descriptions provide the basis for evaluation.

Job

criteria for each description will need to be established for
evaluation purposes.

To determine job criteria, company goals

must be established.

These criteria (requirements) may

include:
1.

Accuracy of work

2.

Attitude toward coworkers
Attitude toward superiors

Manner in which tools and equipment are handled
6.

Initiative

7.

Attendance or days spent at work

8.

Giving advance notice of absence from work

9.

Ability to make decisions

10.

Use of good judgment.
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An evaluation form should be designed.

You may want

input from your employees to develop the form.

Employees

should know what the form includes and the criteria by which
they will be evaluated.

behavior

They will then know what kind of

is expected of them.

A regular evaluation schedule allows the employees to

keep in touch with the progress being made on the job.

It

also allows the employer to keep abreast of the performance
of employees.

Regular evaluations give you the info:

You need to resolve problems quickly and in a positive fashion.

PAYROLL AND RECORDS
Local offices of the Internal Revenue Service and your

WHAT ABOUT

PAYROLL ARD

state and/or local taxing authority will provide you with

RECORDS?

the informatiOn you need on payroll and records.

If you hire

outside help, your Certified Public Accountant (CPA) will
assist you in learning about the forms to be used and the
records that muet be kept regarding employees, including
payroll.

As you prepare to begin your business, your

accuun-ants will assist you in determining pay scales.

Like=

.

wise, your attorney will advise you of the rules and regulations
your business must comply with.

Fair Labor Standards Act

WHO IS

The Fair Labor Standards Act guarantees equal pay for
It provides for minimum wages, maximum hours, and

COVERED BY

equal work.

THIS ACT?

overtime pay, and it also makes provisions for child labor
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organizations.

If your emp ngees are covered under the Fair

Labor Standards Act, you must pay current minimum wages.
Below are criteria,for being required to meet minimum wage.

Vir company must comply with the Fair Labor Standards Act if
it meets the following criteria:

If your company is engaged in producing goods for
interstate commerce
If your retail or service enterprise hz= z:a annual

gross sales of at least $1 million and a $250,000
annual in flow of interstate goods.
If you have ,a local transit firm grossing at least

$2 million a year
If you have a construction firm grossing at least
$350,000 annually
.

If there are other establishments with individually
covered employees in enterprises with gross sales
of at least $350,000 a year.

HEALTH AM SAFETY
No matter what type of business you operate, accident
;prevention is a goal.

Preventing accidents in your business

can pay great/ilewards to you since employee time will not be

lost, Worker's Compensation will not need to be paid out, and
the mental strain of worrying over employees will be minimized.
You may want to implement an accident prevention program.
Contact the Red Cross and the Health Department for assistance
in setting up a safety program.
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The following steps can be followed in setting up such
program:

2.Ze

k for hazards.

1.

(Re
preventive safety ma7
If
something
cannot
items immediately.

and it is in a dangerous snot, rnt
lor. )
ate for prevention.
Trier=
4.
When an accident occurs, ask three question
What happened?
a.
Why did it happen?
b.
a.
What should be done?
(Adapted from Preventing Accidents in Small Store.
br

Occupational health should be stressed; employees should
As a part

be made aware of the need for safety precautions.
of the safety pro gram, you

y want to hold company meetings

to train employees in various facets of safety and health.
A Red Crot7s representative can present a first aid training
course.

icu may also want to have your employees trained in

administering cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CFR).

More

importantly, you should -make employees aware of any occupational

hazard that may occur specifically in your firm.

If you are

working with chemicals, for example, the employees should be
trained in the first aid treatment for chemical burns.

In 1970, Congress enacted the Occupational Safety and
Health, Act.

This act compels employers to protect their

mployees with safe and healthy places tc work as well as
maintaining a certain standard of safety and health procedures.

-,=
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You should contact your St
informat

Department of Labor and get
safety

about federal and state health

regulat,o

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration has
the a

to enter and inspect a firm without any notice

h

to the owner.

Inspectors can issue

citations upon finding

violationsas much as $1,000 per violation.

If a business

does not respond and correct the cited violations, the business can be fined fuxtf

r and face possible criminal prosecution.

UNION/EMPLOYER RELATIONS

Although small businesses are generally less unionized

WFIAT ABOUT

UNION/EMPLOYEE

than large businesses, there is net necessarily any relation-

RELATIONS?

ship between company size and unionization.

Labor legislation establishes the framework for many
union /employee programs.

Employers engaged in interstate

commerce are required by the National Labor Relations Act to
bargain collectively if a majority of employees desire unionization.

In fact, discrimination of any type against an

employeefor union activity is strJ.ctly forbidden.

of states also recognize by'statut
ize.

The majority

fight of labor to organ-

However, a number of states have "right to work" laws that

limit the extent of unionization by outlawing the union shops.
Labor laws are numerous and complex.

State laws vary

significantly among the states.

Most states have a summary

of state labor laws available.

You should contact your state
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tic --J pecul.iar to your state

Several publishers,

ncludli

Prentice-Hall, Commerce Clearing House, and the Bureau of
Nation

'.ffairs publish information (all generally availal

the local university or public library) on contract elm
and grievance procedures.

This information can be helpful

entrepreAeurs in negotiating an agreement in day-to-day re:
tions with the union.

COMPANY COMMUNICATIONS
WHAT ABOUT

Among the most important aims of the human relations

COMPANY

program in any company is the fostering of good communicat:

commucur :s?

within the firm.

Care must be taken to insure that manager

employees, and customers speak courteously and clearly to
another.

4

Staff training may focus on ways to improve oral

communication.
on is often necessary, when recordit

Written c

the details of a policy or procedure.

Written communicatic

can also enhance company spirit and involvement.

Coppany_#andbook
HOW CAN A

An important vehicle fur'keeping employees informed at
It is also very usef

COMPANY

the busness is the company handbook.

HANDBOOK

in orienting new employees.

BE PREPARED?

should be included in a company handbook:
1.

Welcome ttessage
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2.
3.

4.
'

History of the company
Thip is our business
You and your future
at you will need to know:
Working hours
Reporting to work
"Time Clock"
Res 2eriods
Absence from work
Reporting ah6ence5
ErTiloyment record
Pay period

SMft premiums
Safety and accident rren-7nt
Use of telephone
Row to air cor-:r7int.77
6.

Therse are your benefits:
Vacations
Holidays
Group insurance

Hospitalization and ot(ra-:cal Lc:73
Free parking
Training programs

Cristm_, bonus
Savings plan
Profit-sharing plan
Suggestion awards
Jury duty
Military leave

U.S. Old Age Bon,=s

7.

Unemployment comrensatlon
Service awards
These special ser:'ices
Credit unto
Education olans
Medical dispensary
Employee purchases
Company cafeteria
Monthly ma:-dine

Annual Outno
Bowling lea
Baseball team
Index or Table of Contents
8.
(Adapted from Pointers on Preparing an Employee Handbook,
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ompany Newsletter
WHAT ABOUT

If your company is large enough you might want to put

THE COMPANY

together a newsletter.

NEWSLETTER?

to be worthwhile.

It nled not be elaborate or expensive

Before you begin

publish the newsieLter

you will need to decide how large it will be and how often it
will be printed.
it printed?

Get the costs pinned down.

How will you get

Someone will need to type it, do the paste-up,
Lead times air due dates

and prepare it for reproduction.
will need to be determined.

Who is going to write it fo-

Someone in the firm should coordinate the whole newsletter.
Strategies need to be developed t_ get news contributions
from employees.
into it?

What type of articles do you want to put

You might want to feature, for example, one topic
If safety is an important

in each issue of the newsletter.

fwztor within your business you might also wish to have
column in

each newsletter entitled, "Company Safety

Notes."

Preparing I1
HOW

©RtTANT

The interoffice memorandum can help you coic Lunicate with

Always keep a copy of any memos you send to

IT TIE

your employees.

INTEROFFICE

employees.

MEMO?

writing, and from whom the memo is coming, write the message

After you have noted the date, to whom you are

in concise and explicit language.

It must be interpreted

correctly so the proper action can be taken.
are usually included in a memo:

The following items
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To:

Mary Jones

From:

R. Smith

Date:

January 18, 1980

Subject:
(Content):

Company Newsletter
Please coitact the printer,
to determine completion dote o

newstetter

and advise.

ORGANIZING COMPANY SPONSORED GROUPS
WHAT ABOUT COMPANY
SPONSORED GROUPS?

Often, companies organize groups as a w-

morale and keeping employees happy.

of promoting

The group ma => he rccrea-

tional or it may be geared directly to the company's objective
You must first determine if there is a need for a particular
type of group.

Survey your employees and find out what their

interests are.

Give them some ideas of what you had in mind

regarding an organized group.

You will need to appoint some-

one to head up the company group and to work with the group to
be sure employee needs are Let.
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PREPARATION/ADAPTATION ACTIVITIES
Are you able to apply these principles of managing human
resources to your business aspirations?
able about this area?

Are you now knowledge-

The following activities should help

you check your knowledge about managing human resources.

ASSESSMENT ONE
1.

Cite the benefits you believe should be made available
to employees.

2.

Why should the benefits be offered?

Describe the Fair Labor Standards Act.

What does

include?

How might you set up a company handbook?
newsletter?

A company

Fart III, Unit F
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POSTASSESSMENT
1.

Identify and explain the

steps

which must be used when

performing each personnel function.

Describe the procedures that might be used by a fi:m in
developing company organized groups.
Select one company communication me4-.bod and describe it

What ought to be included?

in detail.

How should it be

disseminated?

Write a safety program for a firm in the field in which
you hope to open a business.
specific.

Your program ought to be

For example, what rules and regulations would

you develop?
5.

Describe three employee retirement programs you would
want to consider for your firm.

Ccapare your answers to your responses to the preassessment.
You may want to check your postassessment answers with your
instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

How well did you know the information needed to do the
activities?

Very well
Fairly well

A little
Be honest with yourself.

If you feel you don't know the

material well enough, it might be helpful to review this
section before going on.
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FILMS
Available for purchase or rental from Sales Branch, National Audiovisual Center--General Services Administration, Washing on, D.C.
Phone (301) 763-1854.
20406.
EXPL RATION
"Anything is Possible- -With Training" (132- min.,

color

Examples of successful employee training in a telephone answer 1:14
service, a boat yard, and a newspaper office convince a woman
planning to open a restauraat that employee training is essential
to business success.

"The Man or Woman for the Job" (14 min., sd., color, 16mm)
Points out the importance of effective recruitment and selection
procedures through the expeilences of a small print shop owner.
Brief vignettes of other types of businesses reflect various sources
of employees.
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PRE/POSTASSESSMENT
SUGGESTED RESPONSES

EXPOSURE
1.

2.

The personnel management functions are employment and placement; training; benefits
and services; transfer, promotion, and separation; payroll and records; and health and
safety.
The chart should reflect the scope e,nd importance of the personnel management needs
by
to the firm. Personnel management may be handled by the owner-m(r-ager alone or
needs
may
reawre
an individual appointed by her or him; or the scone of human resourus
the formation of a personnel department.

Communication methods commonly used are employee handouts, newsl etters, written
memos, and bulletin boards.
Responses shcv.Ild indicate the strategies the firm can use to attract and retain Good
employees.

EX. LORATION
1.

2.

Seven personnel functions should be identified. Techniques for the employment and
placement function include deciding on type of applicant needed, recruitment, and
screening. Techniques for the remaining six functions should also be included. Responses
should indicate knowledge of techniques for each function.
Company crganized groups can foster a positive attitude and loyalty toward the company
and improve the company's image. However, these groups take both time and money
from the company's operations.

Companies establishing effective communications systems have better informed and more
satisfied employees who contribute to the communication system in a positive manner.

Employers are liable for accidents resulting from wrongful acts that they approve,
command, or tolerate; or for accidents which result from ,.within the scope of emplo

4.

ent.

Benefits include insurance, vacation, sick !eave, and company sponsored groups.

PREPARATION/ADAPTATION
1.

Steps involved in performing the following activities should be identified and described:
employment and placement; training; benefits and services transfer, promotion, and
separation; payroll and records; and health and safety.
The firm should survey employees to determine whether th re is a need for a particular
type of group. The firm should communicate its company group plans and ideas, and
try to get employee feedback. Once a group is established, the business should appoint a
leader who assures that employee needs are met.
Responses should be detailed descriptions of memos, bulletin boards, newsletters, or
employee handbooks.

4.

The safety program should comply with all government regulations and should include
devices to document compliance, with specific reference to the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA).

S.

Descriptions should indicate an understanding el the factors that should be considered
when selecting and irnplemer,ting a retirement plan and a knowledge of the various
programs,

TE/1(;11'

TEACHING/LEARNIHC OBJCTIVES
t !poll c,Iiip;etion

this

of instruction you should be

1

2'

I. Identity the functions of persunn

gement.

:!. Expl4in the various ways in which the personnel function,

1

a

a

:Mint), train,
Ickroify accente practices ill hiri!ri.
a tinit, and dismis erg employees,
2. Describe the advantages and disadvantarvr3 of company
groups.

1."

,ur L-1ork ,, I

!ritern2iew I

H.

.1

tier

I

(j

I

1

)1ms such .15 DI.:

Pi,

fill ns ineftidile1

different 1. in+
nartufactirr irtrt tiw

1

,O

,

tin 3ofirpy..!

(itain varin,rs

organ

ized.

Dcsur ihe company communication programs via newslett,
CMPILIVCe handbcrnk, special events for staff, and written a
Describe the responsibilities employers have to employei..

I ( );'.!S

:.triety of
d. To

nos.

.iv610

1

01;t,lin

;ti

tun

t)

urn
of co:oporp,"
1

2. Ohtani d:1'1-1- .it
newsletteri-, htifIrI105, and posters

3. Describe effective company communication methods and identif
the outcomes expected from an effective cormnunicatiim lystern.
Idcritity the cotHitions to be umsidori d In ris!,:irtinit it tl employ
is liable to third paties fur eniployr:z: ciusucl accidents,
.

1. Identify techniques used in managing human resources.
2. Name the procedures for developing company organized oit
3, Identify company communication techniques.
4. Outline a safety program for the type of business you mint

.tact your Ile:pm t state -toployinero ()ffitT for irtfor.,,;i11,1o!egotding
'H1,1!ranco
otoll,-enour5 in 'te

tftn cosponcihNio.?:;

pr-grams and iitolifly
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I.

The PACE series consists of these parts_and

PART It

GETTING READY TO BECOME AN RNTREFRENE

Unit A:

Nature of Small Business

Unit B:

Are You an

Unit C:

How to Succeed and How to Fail

PART II:

Entrepreneur?

BECOMING AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A: ,Developing the Business Plan
Unit B:

Where to Locate the Business

Unit C:

Legal Issues and Small Business

Unit D:

Government Regulations and Small Business

Unit E:

Choosing the Type of Ownership

Unit

How to Finance the Business

Unit G:

Resources for Managerial Assistance

PART III:

BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A:

Managing the Business

Unit B:

Financial Management

Unit C: _Keeping the Business Records
Unit D:

Marketing Management

Unit E:

Successful Selling

Unit F:

Managing Human Resources

Unit G:

Community Relations

Unit H:

Business Protection
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